HAIR-Y OR HAIR-LESS

Hairy
- bushy
- fuzzy
- frizzy
- flowing
- spiky

Hairless
- bald
- crinkly
- thin on top
- lank
- bristly

Straight
- sleek

Curly
- with a lot of curls
- curly
- covered with short soft hairs
- with a lot of hair
- lank

Flowing clothes or hair hang attractively
- flowing
- frizzy

Frizzy hair has small tight stiff curls
- spiky
- straight

Sleek hair is smooth and shiny
- sleek
- straight
- thin on top

Spiky hair sticks up
- losing your hair

Bushy hair is very thick
- crinkly

Crinkly hair is rough and curly
- bald
- lank

With little or no hair on your head
- with a lot of curls
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